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Chapter 16 
Organizational Closure of Potentially 
Conscious Systems* 

Gordon Pask 

16.1 Inlroduction 

The notion of organizationally closed and autopoietic systems has been 
invented more or less independently and in various context s. thoug ~. the 
term itself a r.d its careful application 10 li ving sys tems is due to Malurana 
and Vare la . For example. much of von Neumann's work on reproductive 
automata and the content of thc early Macey Found<llion meetings on 
cybernetics refers to similar constructs. So. on serious c:'(amination. does 
von Foerster's first enunciat ion of "Self Organization" in 1958. as does 
\fcCu lloch' s not ion. "Redundancy of Potent ial Command." Much the 
same is true of work in o ther d iscipline s; including that of Wiener a~ r 
Svoboda in mathema!ical cyberne!ics. Herbst in logic. Ba l{'$on and Mead 
in soc ial anthropology, Waddington. Tyler Bonner, and others in em
bryology and genetic s. Wynne Edwards in ethology, Ackoff and Beer in 
operational research. and numerous cosmologists and theoretical physi-
ci sts. The list is enormous. because this quite basic reappraisal of what 
systems are and what stabilit y is reflects a very fundamental cha nge in 
th inking. Only in recent years. however. has there been either the lan
guage requ ired to express the pertinent notions or a sufficiently large body 
of shared concept s to render these not ions communicable and generally 
intelligible. 

In thi s pi!per I attempt to give a systematic theoretical account of my 
own id eas. wh ich originated independent ly (whatever tha t means. and I 

J ' Prepared for lhe NATO tn1emalional Conference on Applied Gener.il S) 'lem~ Research: 
Recen! Developmenh and Trends. and presenled:ll Binghaml0n. New York on ~2 Aogos1. 
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266 Pan II. Conversation 

am no longer at all certain) but fell into the context about 15 years ago 
of those of von Foerster. Malurana. and Varela. The concept of orga
nizational closure is crucial to a psychological or social "theory of con
versations:' in which the minimal COII.{C;OIlS amopoiclic system is known 
as a "P individual" (psyc hological individual), The empirical background 
for my own work came in part from studies of complex skill learning. 
especially from detailed examination of the concept ual mechanisms of 
educational psychology. More recently the work has been augmented by 
studies. in similarly detail of enquiry, concerned with complex decision 
making. social organization innovalion (creal ivity. design. and the bur-
geoning lield of applied epistemolog~ ) I 
16.2 Process Execution 

Let Z be a variable with values A. B . ... that designate processes or active 
systems. This paper concerns those values of Z, say Z· C Z, dc.signating 
processes that arc sites or progenitors of consciousness. For generality, 
these are known as "conscious systems." Particular interest i~ accorded 
to conscious systems for which, al any rate in principle , an external ob
server can determine the content of consciousness by observing a sharp
valued event called in Section 16.3 an underst anding and the extent of 
the consciOllsnes<. by a fuzzy (nol sharp-valued) measure .. 

Given a procc :>s , it is often convenient to distinguish between a pro
cessor and a code or program (in ,!!eneral, a nondeterministic program, 
in a slightly special sense. a fuzzy program [Zadeh 1973J). To avoid mis
interpretation, let us call a code or program when it is undergoing exe
cution. a procedure (or. for brevity, a Proc). In this case. the processor 
of Z "" A. B..... is A(Z(and the code or program of Z "" A.B ..... is 
n(Z) . It is al so useful to employ the notations n(A) "" Q. n(B) "" 
b ..... ; and A(A) 0; 0., MB) = [3: Note. however, that Z does not 
have a value on .. a alone." or "(I alone. " or on "b alone" or .. [3 alone." 
for where Z has a value there is invariably a process (a procedure undergo· 
ing execution) . 

There is a sense, to be developed. in which 1T(Z) constitutes the formal 
linguistic or syntactic aspect of whatever is designated by a value of Z 
and '1..(Z, constitutes i~ interpretative or semantic aspect. Pragmatics ap· 

-

pear (hence. a complcte semiotic is attained) only if both aspects are 
brought into consideration. But these images. though useful in their own 
way. reflect an underlying reality: Z does not point at objects A .B,.... that '1 
can properly receIve only impersonal or il reference . \ 

16.3 Com'ersations, Explanations, Concepts, and Participants 

Most of the empirical su pport for the notions spelled out in the sequel 
comes from work upon conscious human beings . Values A,B ..... of Z 
designate human beings or groups of two or marc human beings engaged 
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Chapter 16. Organizational Closure of Potentially Conscious Systems 267 

in conversation. In concert with Dienes. Piagel. Landa. Luria. Vygotsky. 
and many others. we have found il fruitful to regard a conversation as 
the minimal situation for observing psychological events of which the 
participants arc conscious (in contras1. for example. to an input- output 
or stimu lus- response si tuation). and il has been possible to develop a 
theory of con versa lions (Pask 1973. 1975 a,b. 1976 a-c, 1977a,b). in which 
the event of understanding is definable and pivotal. 

Frequently. the conve rsation between two human beings. or a normall y 
internal conversation (thinking) between perspectives or roles adopted 
by one human being. take s place through a computer-regulated interface 
designed to exterictze normally hidden conceptual operat ions and to ex
pedite the observa'tion of understandings. In these conditions. the con
vcrsationallanguage need not be a verba!. natural language. though a rich 
sy mbolic medium with many of the properties ofnalU rallanguage is man· 
datory. This medium I.S a language . although "ot a spoken language. ca1led 
L. For Z = A ,B .... 7I'(Z) is a collection of L expressions: for example. 
programs (or codes) arc L expressions. 

We arc particularly interested in program listings. conceived as expla· 
nations. since the basic .and sharp-valued measurements we can make 
(as observers of understandings) consist in explanatio ns of explanations 
(which are subsets of coherent and symbolically represented beliefs). One 
obstacle in the way of psychologica l enquiry. in the inh:rvicw mode. is 
that ordinary language is ambiguous in the sense that there is no easy or 
systematic means of determining what is an explanation (still le ss an ex
planation of an explanation). For example. explanations do not have to 
be "true," or "veridical." and most of them are not. Hypot heses and 
coheren! myths are permissiHe explanations. Thi s difficulty is sur
mounted in a nonverbal language like L. for an explanation is clearly a 
pres?Ption (or a presc riptive behavior) involved in L programming a 
working model (L program) that is constructible and works. It may be a 
piece of sculpture. incidentally, just as well as a piece of standard cal
cu lat ion or the demonstration of a physical principle. 

In L. verbal expla nations can be disambiguated as nonverbal. model
building. L explanations: understandings are detectable as cycles invol .... -
ing explanations of explanations. Under these circumstances. it is possible 
to speak of strict conversations (understandings are ordered in a strict 
sequence) as contrasted with liberally organized conversations. To quan
tify the understanding in the lalter case. a minimal equipment is an ep;: 

0 1emo[ogical laboratory (Figure I) in which it is possible to record and 
regulate nonverbal. but symbolic. interactions (L interactions), which 
correspond to most Iypes of verbal dialogue encountered in interpersonal 
discussion. learning. innovation. agreement reachinc. design. evaluation . 
theory building. and the like . This appears to be the proper equipment 
for paradigmatic studies of consc iousness. where re sults obtained by field 
investigation can be refined and their conceptual basis well spec ified. The 
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"0 Part II. Conversalion 

appropriate frame of reference. re/(llil'e to which conversations are stud
ied. is a possibly evolving "conversational domain," thai is . the "envi
ronment" of conversation theory. 

The reader may find it u5cful to keep these empirical comments in mind. 
without supposing Ihat consciousness is necessarily restricted 10 people 
or groups of them. 

In the same spirit lei us use commonplace terms. such as "concept"' 
(abbreviated to Con). "memory" (abbreviated to Mem ). and "Iopic." in 
a precise. but somewhat broader-than-usual sense. 

Although it soundsjlo speak generally of memories and concepts, the 
argument is rendered succinct and intelligible because we are familiar 
with these things by personal experience. I 

The theory of conversat ions ~ both relativi stic and reflective: only in 
a logically degenerate but highly developed form is the theory simply a 
relativistic theory . The fully-fledged version is a theory of participants 
iT! conversations. not merely a theory abollt participants. couched in an 
exterfJal obsen e r' s terms relative to a conversational domain . The sharp
valued events of a conversation. namely understandings. are quantifiable 
bUI not. strictly speaking, object;I'£,. They are not it-referenced events but 
subjective (1-, you-referenced) events, either in whole or in part. Only 
stable processes are observable sharp-valued understandings. 

16.4 OrganizaliorV Closure, Distinction, and Independence 

A stable process is "organizationally closed" (von Foerster 1976; Varela 
1975. 1976; Goguen 1975: Bdten 1976). In biology it is called an auto
poietic system (Varela . Malurana. and Uribe 1974: Malurana and Varela 
1976) and autopoiesis/characteristic of life. 

I! should be emphasized that the stability criterion of organizational 
closure if quite distinct from the classical notion of stability (i.e .. a system 
with states represented as points in a pre specified structural framework 
of coordinates. having behavioral trajectories that converge to a fixed 
point, or to a limit cycle to which they return if disturbed by small. but 
arbitrary, perturbations). Classical stability is a special case of organi
zational closure. 

In the sequel. "stable" means "organizationally closed" and might be 
rephrased as inherently self-reproductive. For example. LOfgren' s (1972. 
1975) reproductive Turing systems are simulations of organizational clo
sure. Without denying their utility or failing to appreciate the elegance 
of simulations. it is importanlto realize they (or like constructs. open to 

• 

.) 1 I formerly though! this mode of spealing was lillie more than an expoSiIO'1' trick. a u~e 
ofmelaphof. Today. I know it is a metaphor. but also It>;U it is much more than a Irick of 
exposition. 
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Chapter 16. Organizational Closure of Potentiall y Conscious Systems 271 

realization in ordinary digilal com rm1crs) are posited as simu lations of 
general syslcms; notably of systems involving "organizaliona l closure" 
(sec. for exam ple. Ben Eli 1976: Ben Eli and Tountas 1976). 

If an organizationally closed system is ··opened." for instance. by dis
tinguishi ng structure and behavior. or b} demarcating the linguistic in
terchange of a conversation. or by instituting the cleavage of Zinia 1T(Zl, 
>"(Z). then it is reproduc tive and productive. This lasl idea. " reproductive 
and productive: ' has a lengthy history and. in psychology at least. has 
been Ihe focal point for conside rable and occilsionall y acrimonipl!!' de
bate. For instance, the assoc iationists were plagued by the difl ere nce 
between reproduct ion (in the sense of strict replicat ion, through associ
ati ve principles, of idcaps. sense data. elc.) Sel tz, and later the Gest alt 
psychologists conce rned with problem solving and thinking, fo r example, 
Duncker and Wen heimer, saw through th e dist inction, but did not have 
the notation required to give it exrlcssion. So, in a different. more eelec· 
ti'/. tradition did Bartlet!. Even tau,:) , it is quile difficult to point OU lthat. 
in general, reproduction is productive, and replication is a limiting case 
of reproduction . . 

Here the required meaning is approx imated by speaking of III::':'Y re· 
productive prOCeSSe!i , which recon struct classes of somehow equi valent 
processes and palterns. The connotation of "fuzzy" is compatible wit h 
Zade h's or Gaines' use of the term (t hough it is not quite identical v.' ith 
the usage of either), The nOlion of product ion and reproduction 

• 
refi ned 5: 

I . a more nOl ion than time. In particular. the 
interval (Newtonian) time, evident in the following com ments . is a 
very specialized frame of measu rement (sec Atkin 1977). 

J. Two different event s may only occur at the same place (common lo
cation in a storage medium) if they occur at d ifferent times . 

,- Two different event s may only occur at the same time if they are at 
different places. 

It- _ These differen ces reflect independence. 

f Processes are asynchronous if they occur in different processors. (They 
may be asynchronou~ in the same processor if it has a rich enough 
struct ure; for exam ple . if it is a concurrent machine.) 

b· Two independent systems are rendered dependent by information trans
fe r. in Pet ri's (1965 ) sense. 

'? Equally, two asy nchronous systems may be coupled or rende red partly 
or locall y synchronous by information transfer. 

fl, The most fundamental analogy re lations (hence. the broadest and most 
general) arc sta tic in sc ription s of coupling or dependenc y or loca l syn · 
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m Pan II. Conversation 

chronicity, between otherwise independent or otherwise asynchronous 
pr~cesses. 

To manufaclUre independence is to make a distinction . Only a process 
call make a distinction. The most fundamental distinction is lIny di stinc
tion. pred ication unqualified (Spenser Brown's 7 operation). But suppose 

~ 

that in a system that is a process there exisl'lrelative to this system) 
cerlaln subsystems: thcn thc distinction may be reversible or not. We 
shou ld expect to. and do. retrieve Ihis basic difference. as analogies of 
form. which are symmetric. and analogies of method. which are not sym
metric. except when no point of view (perspective) is adopted (or. to pu t 
it in another way. when there is only the system 's point of view). 2 

J6.5 Universes and Independent Precursors; Consistency, 
Subsistency, and Coherence as Truth Values 

A universe is an a priori independent processor: it is a set (the usual 
connotation of "universe") but with action built into it. In c\as!)ical model 
theory, a model is a relation. induced by an interpretation of a linguistic 
statement, upon a set called the universe. A logic (i.e .. Ihe interpreted 
language and a calculus for statement generation) is cOlIsi.Ht'lIt if all Irll(' 
statements of the logic have models in all possible universes. 

In nonclassical model theory. the model is a working or dynamic model: 
that is, a program compiled and interpreted in a processor. If the program 
is executed as a process. then a relation. or a "classical model." is 
"brought about" or satisfied in the product of the program input domain 
and its output domain. . 

As Lofgren (1975) points ou t. it i~ frequently sufficient to be content 
with subsisrency rather than consistency in a logic: that is. true statements 
have models in some, but not neces sarily in all independent universes. 
The nearest we come to veridical truth is "subsistence truth." Further, 
the truth value set is "executability~incoherence," rather than "true-false." 
and ofte n there are degrees of ~ubsistence truth. 

In addition, we invoke coherence or systemic truth (Rescher 1973) to 
form a logic of agreement (in contrast to absolute veridical it YI. Re sc her 
specifies coherence truth within the propositional calculus. pointing out 
that the same ideas are readily extended to a predicate calculus. He is, 
for example, concerned with the problem of accepting or rejecting dat.e' 
that have truth candidacy as part of a sel of nol-inconsistent propositions 
(perhaps the basis for a theory shared by severa] observers who are le sting 

. -

~I 

..J l l owe this insight to J. Goguen and F. Varela and independently 10 S. Beer. to J . leldner. .(1 
and to S. Brilen. all in per!>Onat communications (1976.19771. The mailer is discussed suc-
cinctly in the Appendix of Thr Hllman Dyad: SYJltm,f lind Simulation.! (Br1ten t977). \\ lIicli 
recounts a seminar willi P. G. Herbst. 
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~ 

it) , It is partic ularl y valuable to havc an incisive distinction between CQ~-
-ffence of a set of beliefs (the theory) and a scI of dat a tlhe Imlh candi

dates). in contrast to mere consensus of beliefs. However. as it stands. 
the coherency is based upon a process-frce logical property : the impli
cations of statements are thougl}.l..oul inside the obscf"crs. 

For Ihc prescnt purpose. we need to regard coherence as a property 
of statements undergoing execution- that is. coherenc e bet\\ecn pro
cesses-and this extension of Re scher' s idea. though il invol ves some 
technical difficulties. does not appear to change thc fundamental notion. 
In fact. as much is suggested by Resc hcr's occasional use of the term 
"sysfemic" frut h as "coherence" t ruth. 

Specifically, we regard a process (X) as being coherent with a process 
(n in sofar as X and Y can be executed without computational connict. 
We thus aug.ment the original idea by making it processor dependent. 
Whether or not the n component of X. n(X). is coherent wit h the n com
ponent of Y. n( n. depen ds upon the processor ,\(X.}') in which these 
programs are executed. as well as the programs or state ments themselves. 
For example. the processor may be seriaL concurrent. or pa rallel. and 
composed of many independent processi ng units . The program meode 
(Prog) of a procedure (Prod is commonly a se t of L proouction rules and 
the procedures under execut ion (Proe) figure as interpreted production 
ru les undergoi ng execution. We do 1I0t. however. insist upon " serial ex
ec ution" unless specifically stipulated and. in general. are co ncerned with 
L productions carried ou t over several nonclassical unjverses (i .e . . several 
processors). 

16.6 Concepts, procedures. and the processes in which they are 
executed to yield descriptions or beha"'iors 

• 

Let a concept (Con) be a procedure . or a class of procedures . at least 
some of which are execu ted concu rrentl y (Petri 1964 ; McCulloch 1966) 
but tend , in the limit. to parallel exec ution. Let : stand. as usual. for 
"defined as equal to." If a class of ent irely (conflict-free ) parallel Procs 
!. [Procl and. if a class of simultaneously executed Procs (with some 
computational conflict) ,§ {Proc} the n. if (and) indicate ordered entities. V~ 

Con ~ Proc or ({ Proc}. [Procnor [Procl. 

such that. under continual execution. {Proc} _ !proc]. 
LeI Inter be the compilation of a Prog in a given processor. so that it 

may be executed as a process. That is. Proc ~ (Prog. Inter). Just as MAl 
= n, A(B) :::: 13. or MA ) = a. )"(B ) = b. so al so '\(Proc) = Inter and 
TI(Proc) = Prog. 

The requirement that {Proc} - [Proc] unde r continual execution may 
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be regarded as a property of the class of processors. among them brains. 
in which the Prog arc compiled (as well as a property of the programs 
them '< lves,. The compilation of programs is reorganized (the programs 
are recompiled) 10 ac hieve the parallelism. 

Let Rj , Rj • . . . be interpreted relations in the product of the input and 
output domains of Proc. If Ex stand s for "execution of." then 

Ex(Proc I) ::? Ri • 

LeI p. q,... be indices of Prog ~ n(Proc) and leI II. l', ... be indices 
of Inler A. A(Proc) thai are a priori independent processors. 

Proc i == (Prog p. Inter If), 

Proc j = (Prog q. Int er u). 

Proc I = (Prog p. Inter \-). 

Ex(Proc f) ::? HI,; but R, ~ Ri• even though the sa me Prog is involved 
(namely. Prog p). since II #- l". Hence R j , RJ • • •• are interpreted relations 
given , in extenso, as descriptions. 

The usual "relation in extenso," regarded as a subset of an m-fold 
prod uct set and represented by a list of ordered III-tuples, is a description: 
but. equally. a relation obtained from other relations through relational _ 
operators as in Codd (1970) is a description. In the sequel. the term de
scription is of len equisignificant with goal. Partial. or incomplete, de
scriptions are permitt ed, as fuzzy relations R ; (omission of the overbar 
is deliberate). such that R Ii. R2i , ... sal i~fy R I. 

We say that Proc i prodllces and reproduces R i • There may be many 
Proc i that produce and reproduce Ri • thus Proc r, i , Proc s, i, ... ; in fact, 
there are indefinitely many. By the same token there are many Proc r, 
il, Proc s. iI ... . that produce and reproduce RiI ; many Proc r, i2, Proc 
s, i2, ... that produce and reproduce R,']. ... or in general R i• 

From the definition of Con we say that a concept Can i fuzzily repro
duces or reproduces Ri [i.e .. Ex(Con n ~ R;]. noting that R; is any in
terpreted relation (possibly a periodic process) and is , in general. a fuzzy 
relation (hence Ri rather than Hi)' Ri may be realized in the input-output 
domain of a processor ~(A). ME) (notably. A's brain or B's brain) as an 
apparition or impression: it may be a percept or form a part ofa behavior. 

16.7 Agreement and Concept Sharing 

Speaking of human beings. if a conce pt Con i is the intention o(conno
\a\ion of i . then R, is lH. e).tension or denotation. But these statements 
only make sense for some one or several values of the variable Z; that 
is A's concept of i. namely ConA i. or B's concept of i , namel y Cone i . 

It is also possible for A and B to agree about their concepts of i . A 
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general L agreement is achieved if the participants in a conversation (A 
and B) ask eac h other "how" question s eliciting L explanat ions that are 
Progs in 7T(Con", i) and 1T(Cony i). General agreement implies that some 
A explanations (L listings of Progs in TI(eon", i) ) are cohere nt under ex
ecution in ).(8) of 1T(Cono i) and that some B explanations (L-listings of 
Progs in 1T(ConB i) are coherent under execut ion in A(A) of ;r(Con", i). 

Obviously, agreement does not imply that ConA. i = ConB i. for the 
equality is nonsensical (A is nOl S, whatever else). Nor d\l":S agreement 
usually imply isomorphism bel ween Coo", ;, ConB i. or RAi. or R8i (a\ 
most a " depersonalized" intention of i would be some definitional or 
explanatory matching of Prog in ConA i. ConB i: at most. a "deperson
alized" extension of i would be a mat ching of ostendcd members of RAj 
and those of RBi: of course, Z == A.B, ..... ma y have values over a pop
ulation. civilization. culture. or group). 

An operational or behavioral type of A and B agreement is obtained as 
follows. Equip both A and B with separate modeling facilities. MFA. MF o. 
of Figure 2 (for example. independent programmable computers). in which 
they can express nonverbal explanations that are L listings of Progs in 
TI(ConA i) and Progs in TI(Conli i). to obtain working models (MAi and 
Moil that are independently executable in MFA' MFB • Upon exteriorized 
execution. suppose that MAi induces a relation RA·j in the input-output 
domain (VA) of MFA and that Moi induces a relation RD '",. in the 
input-output domain (VB) of MFIi . If. perhaps. after trial execution. re
modeling. and so on, the following conditions all hold. then A and Bare 
said to agree about a concept of i. 

I. MAi is executable in MFA. Mil; executable in MFo. 
2. RA ·" is in VA and RD·" in VB (by independent execution). 
3. RA·j C RAi and Ro*i C RBi (C stands for inclusion) . 
4. RAi ( = ) RBi (where ("" > stands for "isomorphism "). 
5. To(MAi) C 7l"(ConA i) and 7l"(Moi) C 7l"(Cono j). 
6. TI(MAi) is executable as coherent with ConA i in h(B). 
7. 7l"(Moil is executable as coherent with Cona i in h(A). 

S. MAi is "extensionally equivalent" to MBi (i.e .. upon execution one 
docs the same thing as the other). 

Clearly. this form of agreement is limited by the capabilities ofM F .... and 
MFH : for example. if MFA and MFB are serial computers. then only serial 
programs can be compiled (0 represent members of ConA i and (onR i 
even [hough other kinds of program may be expressed by L explanations. 

There are also difficulties over cond itions 6-S. and since no criterion 
is given for determining whether they are satisfied or not. These diffi
cu lties are addressed as part and parcel of concept stabilit y in the foll owing 
sections. 
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Figurt 2. A simple (as it stands. inadequate) (orm of agree men I MF~. MF" are 
independent modelling facilities. such as distinct computers equipped with 
LOGO. or SMALLTALK. or explanatory ronns of PLATO and Ihe necessary 
peripherals. (In our laboratory. as in most Pi:lgelian ex periment s, they are special 
purpose. computing. or model construction systems. designed for one subject· 
mailer.) VA is the !ifF" inpul-OUlput domain and U B is the MFIJ input-output 
domain. Execution of A 's mode.!J\fAi (afler correction and trial by A). gives rise 
to RA Wi in U A: similarly. for B. ~ is descriptive feedback obtained for co~ction 
by panicipant s and the double arrow is programming or model building. in contrast 
to executIOn ."'fF .... MFB . Execution of Con ... i in A's brain a gives rise to R ... i and 
of ConB i in 8's brain 13 to RBi. 

16.8 Stable Concepts, Learning, and Memory 

Just as Ex(Proc 11 :::} Ri produces or reprodu ces Ri (which may be a proc
ess, for example. of regulation). so there are Procs that operate upon and 
produce or reproduce other Procs under appropriate conditions. notably. 
if a goal (alias a description). is given in their argument. Thus 

Proct. (Proc i) ::;> Proc . 

But Prod is not necessarily distinct from Proc. 
Just as Ex( Proc i,;:!;> Ri. so Ex(Con" j) :::} R ... fuzzily produces or re- ) I 

produces RI" Further. 

Ex Cont(Con j) "") Proc in Can i . 

Although Cont is not necessarily distinct from Can, it is often con
venient to regard the acqu isition of a novel concept as learning, and its 
reconstruction (possibly also productive) as a memory. In the latter case 

-
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Ihe nolalion 

Ex(Mem i) => Proc in Con i 

is neater than 

Ex(Cont(Con ill => Proc in Con i. 

In general. (see Sect ion 16.5) Procs are product ion systems. There is 
empirical evid ence that most (perhaps all) productive and reproductive 
opemtions in conscious human bei ngs involve mutualism between IWO 

types of Proc. 
Among the Procs that produce and reproduce Procs. distinguish two 

classes. namely. description building (DS) and procedure building (PB)' 
It is not maintained that all of the productions acti ng upon Procs to pro
duce or reproduce Ihem (even in human beings) arc of the these two kinds. 
As a rule. it is quile unnecessary (and it may be impossible) to know what 
Ihe production systems are. in computational detail. Although there is 
plenty of evidence that people have learning styles and adopt learning 
st ralegies expli cable in terms of a balance between the relative efficie ncy. 
numerousness. and accessibility of description building and procedure 
building productions. the evidence does not warrant supposing Ihat people 
compute in the same way. It may be that all of us have entirely different 

. . ,kinds of productions and . so long as certain requirements are satisfied 
_ j .. ,!j. /.;;...j_·li,.JJ(pres~rying specificity .. for .example). the kind does not ma.lIer. The DB / 

" and PH are cha racteri zed tnsofar as they operate upon different argu-
fF:"".. ~ ments: generically. the DB productions operate upon descript ions to pro-
~ duce descriptions- their arg~me ~ts may be any ,n.umber of descriptions 

(i.e., interpreted relations. R i • R)-while the PB productions operate 
upon any number of Procs in combination with one or more descriptions. 
Thus 

. , 
.. , f." y 

/-,-, ,:--', 
c" p'l' 

<.)"""", 

- - -
Ex DB(Ri • R) 

Ex PB(Proc j Proc j. Rd , e
If 1 also happens that 

Ex OB(!?" Rd 

Ex DBUt. Rd 
Ex PB(Procj. Proc k. R;) 

Ex pJj(Proc i. Proc k. R) 

1k'" 
Ex(Proc i) ::} R i . 

, 
t 

~ Ri , 

~ R,. 

~ Proc i. 

~ Proc j. 

Ex(Proc k) => R~. 
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The entire system is self-reproducing and is chamc!crizcd br the fixed 
point values R,. R

J
, R~ on iterative execution. Such systems are readily 

simulated by various computer programs. acting as tesselation o{kinem,c 
images of von Neumann (1966¥se lf-reproduction of }..(Proc) is held con
stant (i.e .. if Inter in Proc = (Prog. Inter) is fixed). One arrangement of 
considerable generality is obtained by laking Db as the relational oper
ators Join. Restriction and taking PB as a productive algorithm. such as 
that of Chang and Lee (I973) A·, Howeve r. this construction is no more 
than a piece of intel1c:ctual scafTolding intended 10 point out a pri~cip_1e 
more elegantly expressed by von Foerste r (1975). who noted that R i• R}. 
Rt are defined for Procs Ihal are cigenoperations or eigenfunctions that 
yield eigenvalues on infinite iteration (are recursive). 

Conlemplate the following replacements : 

Ri inlo R i• Rj into Rj • RI. inlo Rio; 

DB inlO DB. 

where DB is a class of Cons (not just Procs); 

Pli into PB. 

where PB is a class of Cons (not just Procs). 

The replacements make sense insofar as each Con is subscri pte.d by a 
value A.B, ... of Z. for example. by A. 

Ex(ConA. i) ~ RI 

Ex(MemA. i) = Ex(ConA.tlConA. I} ~ Proc in ConA. i 

This is nontrivial insofar as A(Proc) or MCon) is not held constant. though 
constancy may be achieved in execution. The system of productions is 
shown pictorially in Figure 3. where the double arrows indicate produc
tions and single arrows -indicate represent paths by ~hich producls can 
be retrieved and entered into the argument of a production. Such pictures 
are probably more familiar to biochemists or people from the hybrid com
puter era than they are \0 mathematicians or computer scientists today. 
but they do have interesting properties. Perhaps the mathematicians and 
the computer scientists will suppress some (II,) their di ~c ipline) obvious 
objections (for example. how are the productions organized) until later. 
when these objections will be answered. or accounted for. 

If the Cons in Figure 3 are subscripted by a value. say A. of variable 
Z. then the process depicted is a stable concept. meaning that it exists 
and can be reconstructed: that there is a pair. StabA. ,.. (MernA' ConA» 
thaI is organizationally closed. 

Suppose we ask. "It'hal is it a stable concept or"; we mu st have re
course [0 the index. A's name. and we will say [hat even in [he minimal 
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Figurt' J. A simple con~(ruclion for Mem i and Con i (or. juS! as well. of Mern 
j. Con i: Mem /... Con /..) . Suppose thaI Con i and Con i exist bUllhal Con k does 
nol. and is learned. then line c ~roduclions represent the r , oouction (rather than 
the reproouction ) of Con /..: a sImilar comment applies \0 !Jne a and the learning 
of Con j on line b and the learning of Con i. Once the configuration c .~isls. it is 
inherently stahle. as it will be if Con is subscripted by Z = A.B ". If so. for 
example . if Con" i. then A's p('rspectin' may be i. j. or k. Again. if Con" /.. doc s 
nOl exist. though ConA i. ConA .i do so. Ihen A's ll'arnill1! of Con k consists in the 
production of a description RI of k and the subsequent production of Con /.. to 
rcalise R I . The ent ire system is StabA Ii (the acquisition by A of a stahle concept 
of Id. where n (St abA k) is A's IIlIrlcH/mldill/: of L The isolation of such a system 
is a pure convention and. in f~ ct. it a!ways exists in the context of other and 
re!;t ted systems. It s. productions are used as arguments tor conditions ] by other 
production s.ystems and it receives and acts .upon the products ~f other produClion 
systems. notably those of A (hence . the edtctthat the system tS meantngful only 
if the constituent s are ~ubsc ripted by a value A. B .... of Z . 
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Part 11. Conversation 

case the answer depends upon A's perspectil'e or point of view. If A is 
asked to say what his st able concept is. thu s illlrodllC"iIlR directionality 
and consequently temporality into the picture by requiring an L utterance. 
any of the following arc possible as long as the stable concept exist~. 
implied by the replies i or j or k: 

If i. then (Mern", i. Con", i) - Stab", i 

If j. then (MernA j. Con", j) - StabA j 

If k. then (MernA k. Con", k, - Stab .... k 

(perspective I): 

(perspective J): 

(perspective k). 

Notice that by so doing we require A to act in a spec ialized manner. 
that is. 10 entertain one perspective at Ol/ce (perspec ti ve i.j. or .0. wh ich 
amounts to making A say " 1 am A" and "this is my perspective" (con
versely. as we shaH see. A is an individualized consc ious system because 
he may adopt suc h a unique perspecti ve). 

Again. suppose that A imposes hi s own directionality or temporality 
by "learning about k"': thaI is. Stab" i exists. Stab", j exists. bUI StabA k 
does' not exist. If so. then A may choose among a finite or indefinite 
number of possible DB operations thai are a\ his disposal \0 build a de
scription Rk and to pursue Rk. 

16.9 The Status of Topics and Com'ersational Domains 

This circumstance involves and underlines another important point: 
Stab" i and StabA j are not uniquely defined in Figure 3 which artificially 
isolates a minimal unit called Stab. For example. by adjoining the pro
ductions DB(R/. R..,) => R; with PBCConl. Conm • R i ) => Proc in Con i. and 
DB(R". R o) => Rj with PB(Con". Cono , R) => Proc in Con j and adding 
the necessary product collecting arcs. we obtain a network in which ex ist 
StabA j and StabA j but IIot yet Stab", k, which is to be created. or con
structed. or learned. 

To avoid drawing out such complicated networks. the static inscription 
of Figure 4 may be employed to depict stable conditions like StaQ" (before) 
and StabA (now)-or. equally. Stab" (now) and Stab ... (later) . The static 
inscription is meaningful. of course. only if the cycla production system 
it stands for exists as a process. and is identified with part of the processes 
legitimately designated by values A.D . ... of Z. 
If that assurance i~ :>rovided. then the nodes are known as topics (which 
designate concepts and interpreted relati0n s). chiefly because most of ou r 
work has been in educational psychology . In other contexts. the word 
"topic" mi ght be replaced by "objects and actions" (in the manner of 
Glanville 1976) or "coherent behaviors" in the manner of von Foerster 
(1975). The directed arcs relating these nodes represent the operation of 
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" , 
Figure ". Notalion employed for stalic inscriptions of codes of production syste m 
capable of producing .md reproducing concepts. On Ihe left arc depicted Stab ... 
(before) and on the ng.ht Slab ... (now) [as an alternative. Stab" {now) and Stab~ 
(later)]. The dOHed region encloses the produClion system in the text and n:p· 
resents A's learning of a novel concept k. However. once established. tllis sy~lem 
(in the doned line enclosure) may be interpreted as Slab .. i. Stab .. j. or Slab" /.: 
depending upon A's perspective. focusing anent ion upon concept i. j. or J... reo 
spectively. Stable concept5 are known as topics. Any topic has a kernel. On the 
left. i has the kerne l (/. m), I has the kernel Ii. ml. and m has the kernel (/. il: on 
the right. k has the L.-crnels (i. (I. mI. j (n. oj). and i has the kernels (/. 171) and. 
in addition. the kel n~l (k. j). 

'v :\..IJ- ......... a.-
DB and PB productions that arc presu med to exist in any process legit 
imately tagged by a<vlalie of Z; that IS. 

topic k ~ Sialic inscription {11"(Stabz k)] for some Z. 

Topics (for given values of Z "" A.B, ... ) are those imerpreted relations 
generated as fixed point values by inherent ly self-reproducing processes. 
Relation s are thus defined in terms of processes (not vice versa). and they 
are discrete because fixed-point tran sformations lead to discrete values 
on indefinite iteration. Topics may be agreed on between conscious sys
tems. 

16.10 Explanations, Derivations, and Entailment Meshes 

Let us examine the evidence needed to give the required assurance. Suo 
perficially. it varies depending upon the particular circum~tances. and 
several cases (by no means exhaustive) ..... ill be examined. Howe ver, on 
closer scruti ny , the evidence has many features in common. It firms up 
the agreement criteria. of Section 16.7 and Figure 2, and expresses the 
fact t hat if thi s agreement were itself given a slatic inscription (supposing 
an agreement to be reached) then this would be an analogy (or an ana
logical topic). 
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CaS(> J. Assume thaI a static inscription in ginm. though not yet legitim-
~ 

1 ized. and that Z = A. B are two people . Here, n{A) is A's personality: 
his system oCeoherent beliefs: .. (B) is 8's personality. MAl = Cl is A's 
brain. assumed to be a priori independent of MB) = p. or 8's brain. Let 
1T(Slab", k) be A's Imders/(llIdillg of k from the perspectil'(' of k. Lei 
1T(Slablt k) be B's ullderstanding of J..: from the perspecril'e of k. Let A and 
B have the same perspective as indicated by pointing at the topic in an 
external stat ic inscription. I mpose the operational requirements of Section 
16.3 and provide an interface (such as THOUGHTSTlCKER of Figure 
I) through which an agreement over understandings may be reached. 

Consider Figure 5, which extends Figure 2 by adjoining a static in
script ion. This inscription is called an entailment mesh (EM) because we 
are concerned not about the particulars of operations DB and PB but only 
that they exist (psychologisb lump them together as "discovery"). The 
static inscription of "discovery" is entailment. 

Thus, from Section 16.9, 

EM ~ for some ,/statiC Inscription (Superimposition n(Stabz r») for r 
:=: 1,2, .'" for aU s, with s in power set of index set r 

- a related collection of topics seen from all perspectives 

Suppose that A and B in conversation about topics repre sented in an 
entailment mesh are pointing. upon some occasion. at topic k (hencefor
ward Tt). One reason may be that one of the participants in the conver
sation (B. say) has the dominant role of "teacher," while the other (A) 
is a "student." If so. B has available a slock.of possible explanations. 
which can be used to demonstrate TL• together with descriptors which 
can be used 10 focus A 's attention upon Tk , and thai B deems it tutoriall y 
wise 10 do so. Alternatively (and, for this purpose we need not press the 
distinction) , the entailment mesh is augmented by a slock of potential 
explanations of demonstrations (one stock to each topic) and commonly 
understood descriptors that allow A and B to direct attention at topics. 
In the latter case there is no necessary dominance on 8 's part; it is simply 
that A and B are "learning together" about the mesh-related topics. 

The required augmen tation (explanations-demonstrations of tupics and 
a scheme of descriptors-predicates for accessing topics) converts the 
en/(li/menI mesh into the COnl'l'rsatiollal domain of Section 16.3. 

Either by tuition. involving " how" and "why" questions, or by accord. 
A and B not only explain TL to each other and reach agreement in the 
matter (non verbally . both in Figures 2 and 5). but they also explain how 
they constructed their explanations. To do so they exchange and reach 
agreement upon derivations (Oer .. k. Der8 k. in Figure 5). This they may 
also do. given an entailment mesh and a facility. such as THOUGHT· 
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Figure 5. Agreement over an understanding of topic Ii. in conversation oetween 
A and 8. The participants are interpreted as being r.(A) and 1T(B) assigned as in 
Figure 2 to distinct, a priori independent. brains )'(A=o. and ).(B) =IY. Expl" k, 
represented, nonverbaHy , as MAl.. in MF .... and Expl/l k as Mil k are explanations: 
Der" k and DerB k are derivations (i .e., explanations of explanations. or justifi. 
cations of why a particular explanation is given and how it is derived). represented 
nonverbally as learning strategies LS"k and LSlJk in an entailment mesh EM .... 
EM/I. Either EM" . EM8 • are given and conlain topic Tk or evolving (in which 
case, delete T, rrom each). From (Mem" kl. the DB operations compute T"k 
(equivalent to the execution of Con" k). From (Memg k) the DB operations com
pule T J: (equivaknt to the execution or Cons k). The PB operat ions or A compute 
Proc in Con~ J.: and the PB operalior~.of B compule Proc in Conl! k, if Slab" k. 
Stabs Ii exist. In addition. the agreements over 1T(Stab" k) rt (Der" k. Expl" k) 
= <LS"J.. M"k} and "11"(Slabo Ii) !A (Derl! k, Explo k}==a (L58 /.: , MBk) ensure that 
PB operations in Mern" compUle' Proc coherent in Cons J.: (as well as Con" k) and 
that PB operations in MernB compute Proc coherent as part of Can" k. as well 
as Conl! k (conditions 6) and 7 of Section [6.7) and DB operations in Mem" 
compute T"k thaI are pan of Tsf. and DB operations in Memo J.: compute TBk 
that are part of T"k (condition 8 of Section 16.7). 
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STICKER (Figure 1). by nonverbal model-building behaviors. Such be
ha vior is manifest as the exteriorized learning strategy LS.~ or LSn used 
rC!o.pec\ively. for building ConA. k. or Cons k.. An A ,B agreement. in this 
case. means that A could (not necessarily would) perform 8"s construction 
and vice versa. Phrased dirrerently. Proc in ConA k arc manufaclurahlc 
by MernB and PrQC in Cons k are manufacturable by Mc mA. We call thi s 
complex fA,B) agreement. an understalldinf! of T" by A with B: an un
derstanding is evidence for Slab", k. Stabs k. As in the caption of Figure 
5. we have the minimal requirement. to complete the conditions in Section 
16.7. thai 

n(SlabA 4 Ii, (Der" k. ExplA k ) ;;;; (LSA,k. MAl: ) , .. 
and that 

• 

)/ 
or. in general. that -an A. B understanding. in language L. of T, is the 
cohere nt pan of '1T(StabA k) and 1T(Stabn k). There is ample and quite 
diverse empirical evidence that insofar as understanding is ac hieved con
cept k is stable and increasingly resilient to interference . 

There is. of course. no requirement that Der k and Dero k (or that the 
corresponding learning strategie s LSA and LS)be the samt;!. Entailment I~ 
meshes commonly do admit of m,my and complex deri vation paths as 
suggested in Figure 6. For example, let topic k (in Figure 6) be "the 
surface of a cylinder"; topic f, "a rectangle labeled Q, b, Co d": topic g. 
"join edge ab to td or edge ad to be but not both": topic h. "a torus": 
topic g . "cut in h'alf along anyone slicing plane": and topic f. "join the 
free edges ." 

Figure 6. It is not at all necessary that only one derivation is countenanced pro
vided that both participants are able 10 construct Stab" k as a result of either. 
For example. it may be that A regards k as den\'able from i and j whereas B 
regards k as derivable from g and II (perhaps only afier learning to understand 
g and k). Such disjunctive derivations are common and represented by a notation 
with several kernels (on the left). Again, although local cyclicity is mandatory. 
the majority of meshes represe nting algebraic or other\\lise redundant topics ha\'e 
other-than-local cyclicity (as shown on the right). 
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Figure 7. The notion of pI?TSpeClil't', or point of view. corresponds in a static 
inscription to a prunillg of which there are as many as there aTC (other th;,n 
primitive} lopics and from anyone topic several conjunctive or kernel-unique 
prunings. ,For example. the righl.most mesh in ~i~ure 6 has been prun~d sel~cliv~ly 
under WPIC k and also under tOPIC i. To prune. II IS necessary 10 specify II dIrection 
and a topic. Selecti ve prunings UTC unfoldments for entailment meshes into trees 
that are truncated when periodicity appears. or at a given depth. 

A learning sl ralegy is 3 selecril'e prlllling or iillfoldmen t of an entailment 
mesh (Figure 7): it is quite possible. for example. that A employs the 
selective pruning I of Figure i. whereas B employs selective pruning ~ 
of Figure 7 (in the literature a pruning. unqualified. or a union of them. 
i~ called an entailment st ructure). Such a pruning is the static inscription 
of a perspective. taken by A and B or taken by some other person. a 
theorist or a subject matter expert. who produced the sllIt ic entailment 
mesh as an encoding of his theory . 

Insofar as the entailment mesh or the associated conversational domain 
represen t knowable topics. they are finite samples. No knowledge is de
personn lized; these samples are peoples' theories. 
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Case II. Lei A and B be distinct people. as in Case I. but they construct 
their own static inscription as the framework in which they eXleriorize 
their thinking. The entailment me sh is permitted to evolve. repre senting 
the theories of A and B. so that. although still finit e. il is representative 
of these particular people. To depict this circumstance in Figure 5. il is 
only necessary 10 delete the topic T" from ES", and E58 . In thi s case. A 
and B const ruct and exteriorize a shared perspeclh'c (any per~peclive 
about which they agree): around suc h perspectives they construct their 
personal theories. 

The facility of THOUGHTSTICKER (Figure I) allows for precisely 
this kind (of evolu\ ;on (hence. it is an ep+~cmologicallaboratory and finds 
just as much practical application in structu ring the theories or expositions 
of authors as it does for learning experiments). 

In orde r 10 count as an entailment mesh. the inscription of a theory 
must satisfy syntactic constrai nts that ensure that each minimal inscrip
tion of a topic (Figure 4) does represent a productive and reproductive 
Stab (Figure 3). The rules are detailed elsewhere (reports 1975- 1977 or 
the refe rence s to conversation theory); the y are not "mathcmaticall}' pre
sen ted" and strike subject mailer experts. for example, a.s rules of decent 
exposi tion. 

Some of the equipment in Figure I is devoted to ensu ring that these 
rules are satisfied; some of il to making extrapolations, or overgcneral
izations (open to denial by users. learners, author teams) that spur the 
users on to further learning or exposit ion . 

Of course. in both Cases I and II. we have taken a distinction for 
granted: that MA) = a (one brain) and A(Bl =' ~ (anothe r brain) arc a 
priori independent processors. Thi s distinction is intuitively plausible but 
quite arbitrary. It is clear. for example, that agreeme nt over an under
standing of any topic (one given to begin with, o r one that is invented) 
implies that some Progs in 1T(A) undergo execution in ~ = A.(B) and. vice 
versa. that some Progs in n(B) undergo execution in Q = A(A). The fact 
is that any distinction would suffice. 

Case III. Consider somebody learning or problem solving alone through 
the interface of a fixed entailme nt mesh (or, usuall y. its cOllversatil1nal 
domain, complete with descriptors and a stock of demonstrations) . Pro
vis ion of the interface makes clear what us usually meant by phrases like 
"I am learning this myself." or "I am solving these problems myself." 
In sofar as the ruminations in question enter the public scene (and, by 
hypothesis. insofar as they go at all), there are two or more individuals 
(roles or perspectives) accommodated in one brain. The mental operat ions 
exteriorized for public scrutiny are as much as can be captured of an 
internal conversation. We capture them by insi sting (through THOUGHT-
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STICKER or some surrogate Jan other Ihan mechanical kind. such as l' 
an interview situation) that each lopic addressed is understood. For con
sistency we call the roles or perspectives coexisting in this one person 

:till1A) and n(B). noting that X(A) '" a = MBl. In Figure 5 replace a b} 

• 

'« hndjoin the lower ends of the venical dotted line s by a horizontal dotted rr 
line . 

Case IV. Consider the same sit uation. when the en(3ilmeni mesh evolves 
under the control of Ihe user (A and B in one brain 0) . Here. in prdctical 
siudics of design (Re ports 1976. 19771. the reality of an " internal con
vcr~.ujon thaI is exteriorized" is even morc oblru~ive, for each topic 
enstated as thejustific;:ttion or expl:mation of a design must be understood , 

It may be sensible to write, in either case. an e.xpression for distinct 
v<llues A and B of Z that distinguishes a priori independent paris of one 
processor (brain 0:), namely, 

but st rictly, this is unnecessary. The important point is that hrains as 
processors (and brains arc not necessari ly unique in this respect) have 
the ability to predicate. 10 make distinctions of the kind already made 
(but arbitrarily made) in Cases I and II. It may be that the di st inctions 
are only of pe rspective (as when 0:1 = 0:1 = 0:) or that they cut apan 
functionally indep~'ndent processors (as in 01 and o~), or that they de
marcate organisms (0: and f3), or that they demarcate kinds of universe 
X (for example . electrical entities. poetical entities) as dist inct from Y 
(for example , mechanical enlities. pieces of music or drama). This prop· 
erty appeared. covertly perhaps. in Section 16.6 in the context of inter
pretation functions. Inter (programs that are difk rently compi led or in
terpreted do. a' a rule. yie ld different interpreted relations when executed 
in a processor). It is an essential part of any othcr·than· trivial id emifi
cation of organizational closure, autopoicsis. or the like and conscious
ness (if not observed, the crucial features dis<l ppcar in a cloud of algebraic 
manipulation). 

16.11 Concurrent Execution, Closure, and Independence 

In Section 16.8 I asked the reader to defer judgement upon the organi
zation of production systems, and I lake the ffiCllter up aga in al thisjunc
ture. Using a standard digital computer. it would clearly bc necessary to 
organize the production system in Figure 3 or it s generalization (shown 
as a static inscription in Figure 4) by means of many program statements. 
which. in turn. would depend upon crit eria of "priority" assignment. 
"randomization." and the like. Even in the most fitting programming 
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language. the serial simulation of a few lines of production rules gives rise 
\0 a few pages of instructions. Of course thi s can be done. at the price 
of painstaking labor and largely arbitrary assumptions that demol ish the 
meaning of the original statements. 

It is true thai some order or sequence mll .~1 be imposed: for example. 
that if Proc k is to be added, as a new procedure \0 an ex isting coheren t 
Stab. then before the new Proc /.:. is construc ted by a PB production. there 
must be an RA constructed by a DB production: also. thaI execution of 
proced ures shall not destructively interfere during execution. even before 
the coherence of entire parallelism (Con = (Proe,) is achieved. 

A sumcien t order is obtai ned if one (or as late r. seve ral pcrspec tive(s) / 
are adopted. provided that the following cond itions arc imposed upon the 
processors 0. . /3 •.... which may legitimate ly figure as MZ) for all val ues 
of Z· C Z (Section 16.2). 

I. The processor must be able to execu te concurrent processes both 
by acting in a strictly parallel mode (and th us guaraf/teeing the in+ 
dependence of the processes) and as a device in whi ch destructi ve 
Interaction is avoided through information transfer between coex
ist ing ("actor"·like) loci of control. 

2. The processor is never quie scent: it must do somet hing . it does not 
lJalt. 

3. At least two loci of control arc invariably active to reali ze on the 
one hand, the productive and reproductive transformations of Figure 
3 and , on the other hand , execution of Procs; that is, learning mllst 
take place, though what is learned is not determined. 

4. Repetitive execution of Procs leads to a fu lly parallel mode . Con i 
:\ ({ Proc i}. {Proc ll) or Proc i tend s. upon repetition, to Con i ~ 
(Proc il , as in Section 16.6. The mechanism of recompilation in 
brains. qua processors . was poi nted out by Grey Walter in the mid-
1950s; it is, however. a general e ntrainment property of many non
linear active media. 

• 

] 

5. The processor may distingui sh an indefinite number of universes of ',. ' 
comp~ation or interpretation (II. v, of Section 16.6 or. if realized 1/ 
externally. X. Y of Section 16.7). It may make any number of di s
tinctions. 

6. For a class of processes thai are bot h organil.at ionalJ~' closed and 
informationally open some distinctions III11S 1 arise, and lacking fur
ther specificity these are di stinctions of an indiITeren tiated inde
pendence (cleavage of a processor int o independent part s o r mus
tering further processors from a stack). 

7. Processes of thi s type are potentially conscious (i n the se nse of Sec
tion 16.12) a nd may be identified with conversatio ns. 

8. Independence is introduced or computed by any produc tion that 
violates the interference condition of Sect ion 16.11. wh ich leads to 

\ 
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an essential or structural bifurcation in the system"s behaviour: that 
is. novel variables are crealed : il is not just a matter of giving am
biguou s values to the ex isting variables. Staled com'ersc!y. if in
formation transfer bc\\\een organizalionO'l lly c1o!)cd systems is con
served then bifurcation /Ill/51 lake place and leads. without further 

• 

specilicil~';to an independence. ) -

It should be emphasized that these properties are common. Only the 
idiosyncratic development of mathematics in concert with computer ar
ch it ecture leads us 10 regard them as ··strange." The serial. digital com
puter is really a "strange," though convenient. specia lization of com
pUling media in general. 

16.12 Consciousness and Information Transfer 

To reach agreement (in par1icular. over an understanding) there must be 
a distillcriol! cleaving a process into indepc,ndcnt parts. In Casei. I and 
Case Jlthi s distinction Jeems to be "given" through Q and jl. In Casyt 
HI or Case IV. it seems to "emerge" (for example. as Q,. o.r In fact. In 

either case. it is compllte« Wr recogni::ed). 
This independence is rcduced by information transfer. namely. infor

mation Iransfer that is requi red, with equal significan,tte . to render in
coherent operations coherent or to render asynchronous operations lo
cally sync hronous (Section 16.4) where understandings are exteriorized . 
Information transfer is what happens in a conversation. when il is con
.tciO/lsness. Otherwise. it is awareness. which is lInohser\'(lble. 

The degree of consciousness is a fuzzy·valued measure of doubl. or its 
converse . befief. (l say doubt. rather than uncertainty. because there are 
many kinds of doubt. including at least the following: doubt reg,lrding 
perspecti\'e: doubt. if a perspective exists. regarding a description R~ or 
Ihe values of some coordinates of this description if others arc given. i.e .. 
doubt about outcomes: doubt. given a description. about a procedure to 
reali ze that description: doubt about whic h procedure to employ i.e .. 
doubt about the method) . 

The sharp-va lued COl/tell/ of consciousness is an understanding and the 
remaining con tents arc those apparitions. images. or emotions Ihal ac
comp<lny the productive and reproductive operations of reachi ng an agree
menl over an understanding. Consider. for cxample. the acquisition of 
a slabh oncept Slab", k givcn Slab", i and StabAf Commonly. Ihc se
quence IS as !>hown in T ;!hle I. 

In Sectionl6.8 we concentrated upon a particular kind of (DB. PBl 
productive system and bclic\c it is more emcien! than others. at any rale 
for deductive or inductive though!. However. this is not the ollly kind of 
system; for exam ple . Procs may be arbitrarily composed or concatemlted. 
lacking a "goa'" or "description" as in the expression PC (Proc n. 
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Tabl!.' 1"-~ 

L Doubt about 
perspective 

1. High until D8 
production is found 

Doubt about 
description (or 

outcome) 

High until DB 
productioll 
provides an 
argumem for some 
PH 

Doubt about 
procedure 

High untillhere is 
~ome PH 
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Doubt about melhl>d 

High since there is 
no Pr(>C.1; 

2. Low. if OR found Reduced. bul still High until PB found High 
that works high (PS can 

ore rate on partial 
description.1 

J. Low Reduced Low if any PB is Still high since there 

4. Low 

5. Low 

6. Low 

f(lund are no Proc"k 

Reduced. btu higher Reduced if PB " 'orb Low as soon as some 
than doubt about Proc,,~ ni<ls 

method 

Lower Iteration of Stab.k 
Produced more 
Proe"k 

Very low. if concept See below"·b 
or skill is 
overlearned 

Increasing. as 
concepts or skills 
are o\'erte"rned (It 
is harder to say 
\.-1/(11 procedure is 
used. ) 

Higher than doubt 
over out(ome 
Idescriptive doubt) 

" If. for some {('ason. <lttc:ntion i~ focu~c:d upon one topic' so that doubt about per.'pee/in' 
is held low. consciousnc:s~ tend~ \0 a degree of zero \beha\'ie>r is atHomaticl and this conditIOn 
is only relieved by PB operations that introduce fresh procedures {not yet coherent ,lith 
Con,l k). or in skill learning. by mistakes (finding that a well·tried procedure does not work 
and reconstnKting a concept as a resuh). Again . at the inteliectualle"eL an expen may 
e.'pound {relearn) his thesis or a teacher rna}' give freshly invented nplana!ions. 

~ In general. however. Con ... k -+ [Proc ... kJ (Propeny 4. given 2 and 3 of Section 16.11) and 
consciousness is only maintained by changing the attention (redirecting the conversation. 
thus increasing douht about the perspective and current de~criplionJ or hy ;nnovati<'n or hy 
an autonomous change in per~pective. All of these e.\pe<hents in\"(ll\"e a dislin(tion. Th;tl 
such a lransknn,Hi(ln mUM oNur foll(lwS from propenies 2 and ~ of Seclie>n 16.11: that 
distinctions "lin' bc madc /0 rcwill (lh'arClles.'· is guaranteed by property ~; lIwarene" is 
manifest as consc iou sness if the di\ ti nClions made are represe nted externally. 

Proc h)::} Proc c. Such activity seems to go on unconsciously. There is 
a good chance of expressing its magnitude as a background "noise" or 
"tempcraturc" of a processor using Caianiello's / 1977) thermodynamics 
of modular systcms. By hypOl hcsis, 1 hal is the ollly kind of" randomncss" 
involved in productive thought: it provides lhe "noise" against which the 
information transfer of awareness or consciousness takes place. 
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16.13 Ana logies of Form and i\fclhod ; Analogical Topics and 
Analogy Building 

L analogies of form arc represented. as sIal ic insc riptions in an entailment 
mesh. by the notal ion sho wn in Figure 8a. They relate lopics Hand l. 
whk h arc s imilar (al most. isomorphij) but arc m" identical (they may 
ha ve a diffe rence in cont ent or mere ly be replicas. somehow distinct). 

• 

For c>.ample. an elec trical and 1I mechanical linear oscillator arc ana1-
ogous: thei r similari!}' involves a second-order differential equation: their 
difference is the distinction \\'r il1cn Disl (electrical. mechanical). An 
c4ua ll y good example is provided by analogou s music and poclry. whose 
analogy (similClrity) is due to a common theme. These analogic~ are sym
metric. 

Purc analogies of fo rm have s imilarities Ihat are taken at! understood 
and hence are not derived (as in Figure 8al. Onen. however. the simil<lril}' 
is derived: for exa mple. conside r two vehicles navigaling on the surface 
of a cylinder (F and G) in Figure 8b. The similarity of F and G lie s in Ihe 
cyl inder (derived as in Figure 6). The difference is the difTcrence between 
the tracks delineated by the two veh icles. determined by the ir charac
teri stic s as vehicles . Such analogics are mixed since (Figure 8e). if con
tingent upon the adoption of a method. their sim ilarities arc supported 
by a process-namely. the unfoldment or selective pruning of an entail
men t mc sh. Strict ly spcaking. they exist in the pruning field (set of all 
selecti ve prunings as in Figure 7) of a me sh . not in the mesh itself. It 
follows inc identall y that the indefinite unfoldment of a mesh yields in
terpretations that arc generally 1101 in Ihe some universe (hence. the dis
tinction making property). and that signs li ke that for im plication "--." 
or other "syntactic" enlit ies also receivel an interpretation as ac tions 
(hence the earl ier insis tence upon a logic of action or execution). Hence. 
mix ed analogies are ana logies of form and method. 

Although the point is not taken up in th is paper. it can be shown tha: 
a ll explanat ions of topics are obta inable as pruned dcrivation$; the dis
tinction between an explanation of a topic and its derivat ion is made as 
a matte r of convenience. not of fact. 

Again. alt hough the mailer is nOl considered in this paper. the 10"" er
most nodes stand fo r topics thi1t are primittve o nl y in the very special 
se nse that. in the contex t of the thesis emboJied in the entail ment ml'''h . 
thei r computation is irrelevant to the thesis. For example. provided a user 
(st udent. expert. teacher. designer. dec isionmaker) has some interpre
tation for "---+." or fo r "mechanical-electrical." it docs nOI mailer what 
it is, how the user computes the syntaclic furm. or whal prcdicates the 
user eval uates to demarcate mec hanical - electrical entitie s. Obviously. 
th is depe nd s upon the user as well as the the sis. The notion of lowermost 
or primitive is relalil'e to both of them. just as any pruning of a mesh is 
relal ive to the perspective. 
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S,m 

" y 

'" 

F 

Di~l (x. Y l 

x y 

(Fi,. b) 

, 

.. , 
Figurt 8. Similarity {SimI and distin\:tion (Dist). Given analogy p. Q. topic H 
may be learned if J is known (a) or F jf G is known (b) . Vice Versa. given P. Q. 
I may he learned.t}f H is known, or G if F is known. P.O may Ix learned by 
understanding H and I (or C and F) and the similarity in{:Olved or. if only one 
lopic is understood. by understanding the similarity and understanding the dis
linchon. (al Pure analogy of form: (b) analogi,a! topic with similarit y component 
thaI is derived: Ie) mixed analogy of form and method: (d) an.llogy of method. 
no necessary analogy of form. 
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Finall y, there arc analogies of mClhfld. which in general are asymmetric 
whe re there is no ;In;)logy of form. For c'(amrie. mat hematic al induction 
may be II sed in many areas 10 obtain quile different results: schemes 
yielding different and possibly contradiclOry conclu sions may be "axio
matically simila r." Such analogies exist ollir in the prun ing field ora mesh 
(Figure 8d) or bCiv.cen meshes (see also Sieitzer 1976) between axiomatic 
structure s. 

If an entailmenl mesh or a conversational domain is used as a k.ind of 
conten t ma p for learn ing about a theory . then learning an analogy is not 
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great ly different from learning any other topic. This is nol true of con
slruCiing and insc ribing analogies (one H speci of creative thought. al any 
rate in design-see reports 1976. 1977). Independent models must be con
structed. executed independently_ and rendered coherent (or dependent) 
because an analogy is bu ilt between them (Figure 9). 

16. 14 Analogies and Agreements Ol'er an Understanding 

In a sense. all such analogie s are sialic insc riptions of agreements over 
u'ldcrstandings. 

In general. analogies hold between perspectives. Invariably. they are 
created by the juxtaposition of perspectives and the resolution of these 
perspectives. As a ru le . this invohes a further distinct ion. v.hich may be 
an inventive or genuine extension of a theory or a design and leads to the 
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• 
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realization of a fu he r analogical universe in which an otherwise incx- , 
cClltable compound or concurrent model C(lll be executed (Figure IOl ·lP ... 1f"', .n,.~ , 

Figure 10 . .'\ mechanism for creali, it)' or innovation. Let }.~ fA and iF8~~IIStjtllll' 
models, ag,ud as analogous by A and 8 't'ali:.in!! T~*t'. "t.;:r--t . in l( .. and Y-i,' Take 

• any slIbmodeis of thest' and comPt'lInd /Tiem ayCmTipol/M (1.f...r.~IA8) - M ... (Ql, 
""Which con/lO! be realized in X 0' in }' but may be realized by distinguishing a 
further modeling facilit y with universe \/ in which. upon ex('cutian. M ... IQ I~ 
T" *Q: Consider a I'-realizabk submodel m ... q of '\("IQ\. which upon e:\ecution 
gives rise 10 a relation 'f}fq that is isomorphic 10 a reration T"C (say) in )' (or 
in X) such that rAc ¢:) ToC. 
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Let us represent Cases I_ IV of conversations as analogies (~Iatic in

scriptions), using the notation of Figure 8. For Case I. the inscription is 
shown inF)gure II a: Case J.I{. \\ hich is similar. is sho\>. n in Fi2ure lib. 
For Case)f and Case IV. a~ analogy between analogies is requir<"d (Figure 
l ie and Figure lid). To each of these there is a dual Ian analogy of 
method. not necessarily 0f\1of form) that preserves the identity of A and 
B, even though they learn or invent (Figure lIe or Figure I If is repre -

Fif!ure II. (a) Case I. (bl Case II. Ie) Case III . Id) Case IV . NOlice thai Ihe 
per~pecli\'es arc meshe~ or members of Ihc pruning fi elds of me~hes. howc\"cr. 

(a) 'It(A):oa. A(A) =Q 1T(B) = b. X(B) =f3 

(h) 1f{A)=a . X(A)=al or (I, 1'T(B) :z b. MB):j3.I' or 131 
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sentative). These constructions capture the notion of irreversibility. in 
addition to persistence. as promised in section 16.4. 

The truth values (cxecutability . in ge neral ) of topics. interpreted in 
different universes that are analogou s. is a subsistence truth (Section 
16.5). Thus. with refcrrcncc to Figure 8. F is "true in X" and G is "truc 
in Y." The truth value of the analogy it self is a coherence truth (Section 
16.5) . 

Turning to Figure J la- d. observe that "true for A'" and "true for 'S" 
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A 

~ oj:: 
A (I><for~) 
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are not the sa me. but agreed to (i.e .. these personal truth s <Ire coherence 
relat ed. There is a maximal cohe rence truth. those things that A and B 
can jointly understand-namel y. all poss ible L ex pressions or subsets of 
them that arc be liefs sha red by a civilization . a cu lt ure. a few people in 
dialogue. or maybe just a hermit talking \0 himself. 

16.15 Limits on a Community of Language Users 

Howe ver. in sofar as understanding takes place. there is no lim it to the 
size of an L- speaking communit y. prov ided that . within it s shared beliers. 
il accommodales an adequate di versity tof subcultures . or deviants. or 
whatevcr) to maintain convcrsa tion that is genuinely productive [the dis
o!?,e{'m{, lI! 10 engender inn ov<lliOn (Section 16.14) and to accept some of 
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the invcntionsJ-a dialectic (which is also compatible. for example. with 
Moscovjc's (1976) theory of social development). 

16.16 Autonomy, Individuality, and Knowledge 

What are the stable and organizationally closed systems of cognition and 
conation. cilher psychological or social? In the limiting case. there is Stab 
(Figu re s 3 an . -t, accompanied by an inanku lated awareness. the senti
ence of a monnd. 

The least conscious system is a conversation. external or internal. in 
which agreement I:. reached between perspectives. I call such an entity 
a P indil'iduol (psychological individual), 

The least ob!:.cfvable conversation places the distinction boundary in 
such a position that some understandings are exteriorized, The conver
sat ion is a P individual. and so are the participants \\ ho converse with 
eac h other. 

There is no/ limit to the size of a conversation except that il must 
generate sufficient distinctions to be resolved. thaI is. su fficient perspec
tives . Hence. a society or a civilization is organizationally closed (P In
dividualized), just as is a family or a person. There is no need 10 ask why 
there are organiz.ationally closed systems or autopoictic systems. They _ 
arc the units of reality. The cogent question is whether there are any 
" allopoietic" (inani mate. "sta[ic'") s}'stems except those engendered by 
the artifice of SIalic inscription. 

Appendix: Production Schemes for Organizationally Closed and 
Informalionally Open Systems 

The enlire paper is (obviousl y) "Hillen in a metalanguage. referred to hencefor
ward as L" over the conversational language L noled in the paper. For example. 
the process o~tending variable Z. the conditions of Z. including the specification 
of 1t(Z) and >..{D. and the observation of an understanding are L II STatemenls. 

It is as<;umed thai individuals Z = A and Z = B arc in eonver~ation. so that il is 
possible to substitute blanks (Con i. etc.) and consider concepts that bel\1ng to 
A or B (ConA i. Cons i. etc.). For convenience and clarity in dnl\\'ing out large 
production schemes. upper-case symbols (P. Q . ... . R. 5 . .... n arc used to stand 
either for an index (i. j . ... ) or a descriptioll produced upon executing ConA i. 
Conaj .... : so. for example. we write 

Ex Conal n =*' T IJ . 

The ambiguity is harmless since. although indices and descriptions are not the 
.wme. they ilre in one to one correspondence. 

Diagram I ~hows an organizationally closed system obtained by substituting 
Z = A and by po!'tulating that. depending uron The perspective. A deri\cd TA 
from PA and QA' PA from TA and Q~ . or QA from TA and fA: the s13tic ;m. ;lption 
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of this system is an entailment mesh in the form of Figure'; in the with T := i, 
P = I. and Q = m. 

• 

Diagram 2 shows the possibility that B derives Ts from RB and 58 (with static ---'-
inscription. again, as in Figure 4), "Z ==/ "/ 

Diagram 4 shows an agreement. over the understanding of T. by A and 8. The I \ 
commonly shared pan of TA and Ts i{T-. As a result of agreement A may derive ~ 
a concept for TA from p ... and QA orltrom R ... • and SA-; B may derive a concept 
for Ts from Rs and S8 or from Ps - and QB·' 

The event depicted in Diagram 3 (leading from Diagrams 1 and 2 to Diagram 
4) is procedure sharing between participants who arc regarded. with equal sig. 
nificance. as a priori asychronous or a priori independent; thai is. they become 
locally synchronized or locally dependent because of procedure sharing that is 
manifest as an L agreement (Figure 5). When this event is observed in the me-

DIAGRAM 3. L agreement over common understanding of lopic T. A derives T 
from P and Q. Participant B derives T from Rand S. An agreement may be 
complete or partial depending upon the isomorphic pari. 
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-+ -' , 1 , 
'. I I Pl.,Q!) E~ PBz(Cont!P), ('ontCQI. T zl ~ 

- -- I ~~ , -
RZ.S~ )~t ' • I /' 

Ex PBz(Conz(RI,Conz(S), Tl.) 

~(T) in ('ollzfT) 

/ 
(T) 

---I , , 
• I I rr- , 

Ex OBz 
. ! ITz.Qzl¢>Pz b PBz(COnzITl. ConzlOI. Pz ~ I'ro.. 

(p, 

r-, . 
- - , , 

--, I I I • .-t 
{Tl . Pz)¢oQz Ex PBz (( 'Ollza l. {'0111 (Pl. 0219 Proc 

. 

Ex ("anI 001 

U=': + 
I -H + , I I r 

/Tz ,Szl¢'Rz Ex PBzcConzCi). Cont(SI. Rl. ~ 1"00: Ex DBl. ~(RlinConz(RI 

1:.. ('0111 ,R) 

14 
(Tz, RII¢fz 

, I , 
E. PBzKonzlTl. ConzC R I. Sz )~Pro..· Ex DDI ~ ( Sl in ('ont (S) 

Eo Conz(S) 

DIAGRAM 4. Given that T is learned by one participant (for consistency, Ear
ticipant A) who derives a concept of topic T from concepts for topic P and fI cf 
Rand S, the slable concept is an organizationally dosed sySlem of productions 
that take place in one participant. 
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Part If. Converulion 

lalanguage L" it has the form of an L" metaphor designating an L" analogy re
lation. This analogy is veridically subsistent true (or false) with respect to both 
A and B. The distinction on which il hinges, Dist(A,B), is introduced by an 0b
server who is anxious to make objective (it-referenced) statements about con
versations as units. 
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